Connecting Travel Bag with a Carry-On/Mini Rolling Duffle only using a J-Hook

1. A J-Hook is included with every Carry-On III
   Align luggage so that the Carry-On piece is behind the travel bag (as shown). Fully extend retractable handle.

A. B. C. D. Loop and Secure the J-Hook on the Carry-On’s retractable handle with the opening of the J-hook facing the front of the bag.

3. Nestle the top snap handle of the travel bag in the J-Hook.

4. Tilt on all four wheels and roll like a Pro!
   Adding your non-rolling luggage is a breeze... see next page.
Align luggage so that the luggage piece is behind the travel bag and fully extend retractable handle.

Place TRS strap over retractable handle.

While pushing the base of the golf travel bag away from the luggage piece, slide the TRS strap down toward the base of the retractable handle.

Tilt until the ensemble balances on all four wheels.

Accessories can slide over the retractable handle to complete your Train Reaction luggage ensemble.